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PRESENT David Riley – Chairman 
  Jeff Armitage – Deputy Chairman 
  Jo Gillespie 
  Nick Elderfield 
  Roy Lambden 
  Ra Hennessy 
  Andrew Cooper 
  James Evans 
  Steve Cooper 
  Chris Preston 
  Stuart McIntosh Harbour Master/Chief Executive 
 

In Attendance: None. 
 
HM highlighted to the Board that one item had been added to the Agenda. 

  
1.   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Declarations of Interest and Declarations of Related Party Transactions for Cowes Harbour 
Commissioners are documented in the CHC Interest Records and on the CHC website.  

 
2.   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 Deputy Harbour Master – Statutory/Pilot Jon Kidd and County Press Reporter. 
 

3. MINUTES OF THE MONTHLY MAY MEETING 
The minutes of the meeting held on Friday, 25th May 2018 having been sent out it was resolved 
that they be signed as a true and complete record of business transacted.  

 
4.   MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 

11. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
b) Harbour rubbish collector: HM stated that CHC is waiting for the topic to be raised in the 
Estuaries Steering Committee. HM closed the action. 

 
5. HARBOUR MASTER / CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT MARCH 2018 
2.4 Environmental: HM reported that a stakeholder meeting on sustainable dredging 
management and Water Injection Dredging has been arranged for the next Friday with 
attendance from Cowes Yacht Haven, East Cowes Marina, Cowes Corinthian Yacht Club, the 
Royal Yacht Squadron, Dr Rob Nunny and Van Oord. Chairman David Riley will also attend.  

Action: HM 
 

8.   ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
a) Cowes Breakwater Design Competition: HM stated that Ra Hennessy and the 
communications team were preparing information for the planned design competition, and 
that Ra Hennessy had gained the full support of all the Island’s secondary schools.  

Action: HM/RA 
 

6. HARBOUR MASTER / CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT MAY 2018 
2. Port Marine Safety Code 

Incident Reports: HM reported that a draft Notice to Mariners on speed within 100 metres of 
the shore and along The Green had been drafted by Deputy Harbour Master Jon Kidd and 
is due for issue.  
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Action: HM 
 
2.5 CHC Advisory Committee: HM stated that the CHAC minutes would be an agenda item.  

 
3. Cowes Harbour Authority 

General Directions: HM stated the updated General Directions were on the website and 
would be in force from 1st July. 
 

6.2. Facilities 
Red Jet: HM stated that with regard to the potential speeding of the Red Jet that had been 
reported, the issue had been discussed with Red Funnel and they have sent a letter to all 
their commanders. HM stated that Deputy Harbour Master Jon Kidd also monitors CHC’s 
AIS on a regular basis.  
 

9. OHP & Development Sites Report 
OHP: HM stated that the letter from Homes England regarding the Outer Harbour Project 
had been considered in the In Committee section.   

 
5.   HARBOUR MASTER / CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT JUNE 2018  

The Harbour Master/Chief Executive’s report was circulated with the papers for the meeting 
and was fully considered by the Board. The report is attached to these Minutes as a matter of 
record. The HM highlighted the following to Commissioners: 
 
2. Port Marine Safety Code 
2.1.2 Near Miss Reports 

HM stated that with regard to the incidents involving UKSA dinghies, CHC had discussed 
the appropriate actions and would continue to monitor the situation. 
 

2.4 Environmental 
HM reported that the upgraded telemetry monitoring equipment and software had been 
ordered. HM stated that the stakeholder meeting had been organised for the next Friday.  

Action: HM 
 

3.   Cowes Harbour Authority 
Chain Ferry Works 
HM stated that this would be covered when the Designated Person and Deputy Harbour 
Master Jon Kidd joined the meeting. 
 
Isle of Wight Fuels 
HM reported that Isle of Wight Fuels has not renewed their contract with Rix Petroleum and 
is currently without tankers and shipping fuel to the Island on road tankers. HM stated that 
CHC has contacted Whitaker Tankers about the possibility of them supplying CHC’s vessel 
Top Up for the fuel berth.  
 

3.1 Pilotage 
HM stated that the Board had already noted in the Finance section of the In Committee 
meeting that pilotage acts are down.  
 
Chairman David Riley requested that the Board consider, with the Designated Person, how 
CHC is dealing with speeding incidents along The Green. HM stated that he would bring up 
the topics of UKSA incidents and safety, speeding, and the Chain Ferry.  

 
6.   FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT MAY 2018 
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The Commissioners noted that the financial management report for May 2018 had been 
considered in detail in the “In Committee” section of the meeting. The Commissioners noted 
that the accounts as presented in the management report had been in order and agreed. 

 
7.   OHP & DEVELOPMENT SITES REPORT 

OHP 
Chairman David Riley stated that the Board had noted the position on the Outer Harbour 
Project. 

 
8. CHAC – MEETING MINUTES 

Copies of the Cowes Harbour Advisory Committee May Minutes were circulated with the 
papers for the meeting. On safety, HM highlighted that there had been discussions about 
paddle boarding north of the Chain Ferry and reiterated to Commissioners that Cowes General 
Directions prohibit paddle boarding in the harbour. Chris Preston stated that the CHAC were 
concerned that CHC were not stopping paddle boarders enough. HM stated that those 
incidents were being recorded. Chris Preston suggested talking to the business that rents out 
paddle boards on Bath Road to ensure that the owner is aware of the regulations in the 
harbour on paddle boarding. HM agreed to action Chris Preston’s suggestion. 

Action: HM/DHM 
 
HM stated that CHAC had potentially wanted CHC to make the wearing of kill cords 
compulsory through a General Direction but that in his view that would not be appropriate. It 
would not be possible to enforce, and for similar reasons there is no compulsory wearing of 
lifejackets either. However, HM stated that CHC strongly advises harbour users on both the 
wearing of kill cords and lifejackets.  
 
HM reported that there had been considerable discussion on the Red Funnel East Cowes 
slipway. Chris Preston explained that CHAC felt they had been let down by Red Funnel, as in 
Red Funnel’s initial plans they had stated that the slipway in question would be replaced and 
they would provide it. Chris Preston reported that under pressure at the meeting Red Funnel 
had stated that they had changed their minds and were not committed to it or under obligation 
to provide a slipway under the planning application. HM clarified for Commissioners that Red 
Funnel are doing a staged development, and in the current stage they do not need to stop up 
the existing slipway, and that they are still considering whether they will go ahead with phase 
two of the development, which would entail them stopping up the slipway.  
 
HM noted that there was considerable discussion also on the Floating Bridge and stated that 
would be covered during the Designated Person’s report.  
 
HM stated that Medina Yard was discussed, and informed the Board that the parent companies 
of South Boats IOW had decided to consolidate their work boat operation to Great Yarmouth 
and have closed down South Boats IOW. HM stated that some employees had moved to Wight 
Shipyard but some of the other existing employees are in the process of acquiring South Boats 
IOW and continuing to work.  
 
The Board agreed that it would be good if another Commissioner, in addition to Chris Preston, 
could attend the next CHAC meeting and Chris Preston stated that he would circulate 
information on this in advance.  

Action: CP 
 
Chairman David Riley and Nick Elderfield had to leave the meeting. 
 
The Designated Person Capt. Martin Phipps and Deputy Harbour Master Jon Kidd joined the 
meeting. 
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9. DESIGNATED PERSON – CAPT. MARTIN PHIPPS REPORT 
HM introduced Capt. Martin Phipps to the Board and informed Commissioners that Capt. 
Phipps had been a pilot at Southampton for 22 years and then Harbour Master for eight years. 
HM stated that Capt. Phipps is incredibly experienced and CHC is very fortunate to have him 
take over the role of Designated Person.  
 
Capt. Phipps explained to the Board how he hopes to carry out the role of Designated Person 
for CHC. Capt Phipps stated that with Deputy Harbour Master Jon Kidd, he will look at different 
aspects of safety in detail on a monthly basis and resulting actions for making improvements, 
starting with pilotage, and looking at all the safety points and requirements mentioned in the 
Port Marine Safety Code.  
 
HM highlighted that one of Capt. Phipps’ key responsibilities in carrying out regular audits on 
safety is to report directly to the Board, who are the Duty Holders, and with them to act as one 
of the safety control mechanisms of CHC’s Safety Management System. Chris Preston stated 
that it had proved very helpful to have CHC’s Designated Person attend the Advisory 
Committee meeting once a year, to heighten the discussion on safety, which is good for two-
way communications.  
 
Chain Ferry 
HM reported that CHC has had discussions with the Isle of Wight Council (IWC) resulting in the 
IWC agreeing to take the Chain Ferry out of service on any spring tide that has a greater range 
than 3 metres, for the last two hours before low water, when the least clearance over the 
chains occurs. HM stated that it was decided to do a further survey to check the clearance and 
because of two incidents that took place an hour before low water at spring tide.  
 
HM informed the Board that CHC have stated that they need a minimum 30 metre channel 
width and 1.5 metres depth over the chains. Ra Hennessy commented that in August there will 
be three hours a day when those in cars may not know if the Chain Ferry is operating or not, 
and if coming from Ryde, will not turn off and go into East Cowes to see if the ferry is running. 
Ra Hennessy stated this matter is relevant as the CHAC have been discussing the problems 
businesses are facing in East Cowes due to the Chain Ferry. Ra Hennessy suggested that in 
addition to the IWC electronic signage at the CECAMM roundabout in East Cowes, a sign 
should also be placed at the cemetery roundabout on the outskirts of Newport.  
 
UKSA 
HM informed Capt. Phipps that the Board had had an update on CHC’s discussions with UKSA 
on safety and were keen that Capt. Phipps should have visibility of these ongoing safety 
management discussions. Capt. Phipps agreed with CHC’s actions and monitoring of the 
situation, before reviewing whether further action needs to be taken.  
 
Speeding 
HM stated that the third safety issue to share with Capt. Phipps was on speeding, and that 
Capt. Phipps had also seen the draft Notice to Mariners. Capt. Phipps commented that a lot of 
speeding occurs with jet skiers at weekends and there are multiple places suitable for 
launching from, and the law is not on side as a ruling has stated that they are not vessels. 
Capt. Phipps confirmed that both the RYA and the IMO (International Maritime Organisation) 
are trying to get the law changed, which effectively means a change to the Collision 
Regulations.  
 
HM stated that with regard to the Chain Ferry, Capt. Phipps had assisted the HM in checking 
whether the Chain Ferry is classed as a vessel. HM stated that if the Chain Ferry is a vessel, 
then CHC could use its Powers of General Direction if it became necessary to direct when the 
ferry can and cannot operate. HM stated that the outcome was that the Chain Ferry is regarded 
as a vessel, but not one that is restricted in its ability to manoeuvre.  
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Capt. Phipps confirmed to Commissioners that jet skis are classified as personal watercraft, 
which do not feature in Collision Regulations.   
 

10. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
None. 
 

 
 As there was no further business the Chairman formally closed the public section of the meeting 

at 1300.  
 
 
 
Date of next four meetings: 
Friday, 27th July 2018 
Friday, 21st September 2018 
Friday, 26th October 2018 
Friday, 23rd November 2018 
 


